
Dear all,

Here is the minutes from today's meeting.

---

o Software update <Takashi>

- We better optimize the number of events to be processed to have reliable hot/dead channel
map which is applicable to p+p as well as Au+Au. The present 10k may not be sufficient for
p+p. We better be prepared for the scenario to extract from Run24 Au+Au.

- Even the macro is private, but as long as data is produced from Fun4All.

o Detector status <Rachid>

- Rachid confirmed with survery crews and checked the OGP machine that the reference point
was front (inner hole) of the PEEK.

- Cheng-Wei send the dimension to Dan cross check each other. Cheng-Wei will implement
numbers in the slide regarding the definition of survey later and Joseph will write the clear
analysis note within a month.

- Rachid will ask John K. to double check if 300mV difference in the grounding between INTT
and EMCal will be disappeared when laser is turned off.

- Jaein took a look cosmic data from two weeks ago and found cosmic tracks from INTT based
on the ideal geometry. Jaein dresses up (x-axis, y-axis, run number, date) the plots and
provide it to Joseph so that he can report in the shift change meeting.

- Joseph provide good run number to Jaein so that he can do the health check.

- If possible, Jaein checks the z-plane track as well.

- Genki will implement automated cosmic tracking program. 

Regards,

-itaru

On 2024/04/02 22:53, Itaru Nakagawa wrote:

Dear all, 

We'll have the weekly meeting in following time.

Apr. 3rd Wednesday 9AM in BNL =  Apr. 3rd Wednesday 10PM in Japan = Wednesday
9PM in Taiwan

Re: [Sphenix-intt-l] Weekly INTT Meeting <Minutes>
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--

*indico

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/22915/

*Zoom

https://zoom.us/j/92149923535

Best regards,

-itaru
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